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imagine if
imagine if was founded in 2015 to instigate real change in people’s 
lives through theatre and is run by founding Artistic Director, 
Francesca Joy. imagine if has a strong track record of working in 
the arts nationally, with their main focus being across Yorkshire. 
They have performed in 32 venues, worked with 175 artists, 
engaged 1,729 participants, performed to over 4,000 people and 
reached over 100,000 people online.

Throughout 2016 and 2017 imagine if toured their production You 
Forgot the Mince to theatres and prisons across the country as well 
as a full Edinburgh Fringe run at the Pleasance Courtyard. ‘You Forgot 
the Mince received critical acclaim and support from Sir Ian McKellen, 
Ken Loach and the BBC. “Passionate performances and slick staging 
elevate this story...entirely convincing.” - The Stage, 4 stars

As well as creating ambitious stories for the stage, imagine if has also 
worked with young adults in care and recovering addicts, engaging 
them through theatre to enable them to rewrite the next chapter in their 
story and ultimately make active change in their lives.

imagine if worked internationally, most recently working in America 
alongside Tim Robbins and his company The Actor’s Gang, as well as 
in India across slums, orphanages and with Bangalore-based theatre 
company Yours Truly.

imagine if spent the last five years working intensively in the Criminal 
Justice Sector, developing and delivering their flagship theatre and 
employability intervention, Bird on the Wing, which uses evidence-
led theatre techniques to address several risk factors for criminal 
behaviour. It is a specialised theatre and employability intervention 
which prepares prisoners for release and the working world. “It was the 
only thing that was inspiring in prison. Because of Bird on the Wing, 
I got a job within four weeks of getting out and I have remained in 
work since.” - Bird on the Wing Graduate.
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Jadek

Synopsis
Grandad found a home in Yorkshire in 1945 after spending six years 
fighting and surviving World War 2. He likes a whisky and hates the 
ventilation in his front room. Every morning he opens his eyes and a 
sorrowful “bloody hell” escapes his lips as he realises he’s still blind.

Tasha found a home at her Grandad’s house after spending what felt 
like most of her life at war. She is trying to sell her children’s storybook 
to London publishers, has moved house over 30 times and drinks way 
too much beer.

Jadek - which is written phonetically and is Polish for ‘Grandfather’ - 
is a semi-autobiographical story of its writer, Francesca Joy, who in 
her 20s moved in with her blind, 94-year-old Polish Grandad. The play 
explores how this unexpected turn of events affected both their lives.

Chesca: “Grandad what song do you want at your funeral?”

Grandad: “I no want a song at my funeral. I’ve seen my friends 
be killed, I’ve seen my friends die...and there was 
no time for singing.”
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Research & Development ‘18
Throughout 2018 Francesca Joy spent time with Polish Communities, war 
veterans and blind & visually impaired organisations to further inform her 
research for Jadek. In early 2019, she continued to develop Jadek in the 
theatre with a full creative team, blind actor and blind access consultant.

“imagine if is approaching this 
very exciting project with the right 
attitude. As a blind theatre goer 
and maker it is encouraging to see 
them engaging with blind artists, 
cast members and audiences and 
I was encouraged by the types 
of questions and subjects that 
were being raised in the rehearsal 
room.” - Ben Wilson, Agent For 
Change, Sheffield Theatres

“One of the great joys of working 
on ‘Jadek’ has been that you don’t 
often get to hear authentic working 
class voices on the English stage. 
By authentic I mean nuanced, 
flexible and loved. Not spoken 
about or down to.” - Iain Bloomfield, 
R&D Director

“What’s been fascinating about 
working on ‘Jadek’ is the process 
of discovering the character of 
Grandad and his attitude towards 
his blindness. We’ve focused on 
how being blind impacts how he 
uses his body to orient himself in 
a space.” - Chi-San Howard, R&D 
Movement Director

“What’s really exciting about 
‘Jadek’ is that the technical sound 
design feels truly integral to the 
creation of this piece.” - Lee Affen, 
Sound Designer

“I set out to make ‘Jadek’ as 
blind friendly as possible and 
integrated audio description into 
the script at the earliest stage, 
making it part of the play instead 
of adding it at the end as an after-
thought. I’ve loved exploring the 
relationship between the two 
characters with the constant 
question of who is the carer 
and who is being cared for.” - 
Francesca Joy, Writer/Performer
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The R&D stage culminated in a sharing at Carriageworks Theatre in 
Leeds where initial ideas and characters were shared with a small, 
invited audience who gave their feedback.

“Jadek reflects and challenges contemporary issues by
confronting certain generational dividers to comedic affect.”

- Sam Holland, Migration Matters

“Loved the audience members narrating as the audio description. 
Want to see more of Tasha’s character - she’s amazing!.”

- Lisa Holdsworth, ITV
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UK Tour ‘19

 York Theatre Royal
 Polish Social Centre, Bury
 Derby Theatre
 Stephen Joseph Theatre, 
Scarborough

 Shoebox Theatre, Swindon
 CAST, Doncaster
 Theatre Deli, Sheffield

 Slung Low, Leeds
 Square Chapel, Halifax
 Henshaws, Knaresborough
 Touchstones, Rochdale
 The Civic, Barnsley
 HMP Dovegate
 HMP Lindholme
 HMP Holme House

After successfully securing funding, imagine if went on to produce 
Jadek for its UK premiere tour. Rehearsals began with a full creative 
team including audience engagement officers and access consultants.  
Jadek toured throughout Autumn 2019 to ten theatres, two community 
venues and three prisons reaching over 1,300 people. 
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It won’t all be real, you gotta keep some stuff for yourself and make 
up the bits in between. Jadek is for the broken ones, those who’ve 
fought wars, the blind, the Polish, the working class, the ones 
suffering in silence. This is for every single one of you. And as 
always, this is for my old man, my Grandad, my Jadek.”

“Jadek is loosely based on my relationship with my 
Grandad, who is my absolute superhero,” says writer 
Francesca. “Living with him changed the way I saw the 
arts and ultimately, how I saw the world. When a child 
grows up in a family of violence, they experience the 
same brain patterns as a solider at war. Me and my 
Grandad both grew up as soldiers. He taught me how 
to stand up for what I believe in.
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“This was such a raw and realistic portrayal of two people from 
different generations struggling in their own ways to help each other 
through. The fact that the play is based on a true story adds to the 
poignancy. Tasha and Grandad make their way through, they are 
able to leave their pasts behind and move forward together.” - South 
Leeds Life

“It was amazing. In our group we had some clients 
who have lived through war and are failed asylum 

seekers and others who have had adverse childhood 
experiences. They really identified with your 

characters and it was really thought provoking.” 
- Hope Housing
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“The honesty and humanity on display deal with universal and relatable 
themes. Despite feeling so off the cuff and authentic, the writing is very 
deliberate and clever enough to drop seeds throughout the course of the 
play that suddenly and unexpectedly bloom into surprising revelations 
for both the audience and the characters.” - Mumble Theatre

“I love every imagine if show that I have seen. They 
are eye-opening to experiences that are not your own 
and give you a new perspective on everyday issues 

that aren’t spoken about in traditional media.” 
- Audience Member
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“He was born in Poland; she is very much British. He is blind; she 
has seen more than a young girl ever should. He is cut off from the 
outside world; she is forced to experience its harsh reality every 
day. However, in the claustrophobic atmosphere of those four walls 
they soon discover that while they may be separated by age and 
experience they both share an existence which is overshadowed by 
violence, misunderstanding and disappointment.” - Yorkshire Post

“This is a beautiful story that starts small and ends up universal. The 
dialogue between Grandfather and Granddaughter is so entertaining 
you want to move in too. The revelations are breath-taking. All done 
with a deftness not often found in such a young (ish) writer!” - Mark 
Catley (Jadek Dramaturg)
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“Jadek is a clever and compassionate play with bite. You are 
immediately thrown into a world where words are slung like grenades 
that tick with your pulse until they eventually go off and break your 
heart. You feel like you are sat with Grandad and Tasha, almost too 
intimate to bear, this play pulls you in before you can say no.” - 
Jackie Hagan (Jadek Writing Mentor)

“Brought back so many memories of my Polish 
grandparents and a few words of Polish I knew.  
Acting so brilliant. Staging excellent. Wonderful 

to end on a note of hope.”
- Audience Member
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Polish Communities
imagine if ensures its key aims of enacting real change through theatre 
are carried over into how they communicate with their audiences. 
With every production the team not only do extensive research with 
the people the play is focused on, but they also work directly with 
them. For Jadek this was focusing on one of the play’s key themes 
of Polish identity.

“I’m thirty and I’ve never in my life seen a Polish person on stage 
or TV, who is not an immigrant, cleaner or drug dealer. These are 
dangerously bad stereotypes” says writer, Francesca Joy, supported 
by Vice Media Group “Poles are the largest group of foreign nationals, 
and Polish is England’s second language, but you wouldn’t know 
that from our programming…There is scant representation of Poles 
in mainstream British entertainment.”

To breach this divide, imagine if gave a voice to underrepresented 
Polish people through the two characters in Jadek both having 
Polish heritage.
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Audience Engagement
imagine if also focused on Polish identity in the following ways:

 Worked with two Polish-speaking Audience Engagement Officers 
who brought their lived experience of Polish culture and language 
to Jadek

 Cast a Polish-born actor for authenticity to the character of Grandad 
and cast an actor with Polish heritage for the role of Tasha

 The Polish language was incorporated into the script

 All the play’s marketing was translated and advertised in Polish as 
well as English

 Spoke in Polish on Polish radio shows to raise awareness of the play 
and invited Polish communities to the workshop and play

 Delivered 10 workshops across the UK to Polish communities reaching 
over 600 people. The workshops looked at intergenerational 
relationships, another theme in Jadek, allowing the whole family to 
be involved in the workshops.

“Reminded me of the relationship with my 
Babcia (Grandmother).”

- Audience Member
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Visual Impairment
In Jadek, another key theme was visual impairment, therefore imagine 
if engaged with blind and visually impaired communities to make Jadek 
more accessible for them, and increased their access to theatre as well as 
raising awareness of the disability.

 Worked with two access consultants to make Jadek blind-friendly 
which included incorporating audio description into Jadek and 
having headphones available at every venue for blind/visually 
impaired audiences

 Partnered with Deafblind UK to raise awareness with our audiences 
of deafblindness and what can be done to support blind and visually 
impaired people

 Delivered Touch Tours prior to performances

 Worked with working class, non-theatre goers to record the audio 
description to ensure it was accessible and easy to understand for 
people who don’t have experience of seeing plays

 Engaged with blind/visually impaired people across the UK through 
running outreach workshops

 Worked with blind and visually impaired people as part of the 
research for the play, characters, and script - including The Royal 
National Institute of the Blind, Blind Veterans UK, Specsavers, NHS 
Professionals, and The Royal Society for Blind Children and Deafblind.

“As Jadek is audio described at every venue, I’m looking 
forward to engaging with new audiences of visually 
impaired people on the tour and getting them into the 

theatres to experience Jadek”
- Maria Thelwell, Access Consultant
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Audience Engagement

Our Access Consultants really 
wanted to create an experience 
where audience members 
with visual impairments could 
interact with props from the 
show and items mentioned in 
the script. This helped to create 
a more immersive environment 
in which sight would not impede 
how the play was received. 
Touch tours were a way to 
create the feeling of the play 
and its environment before it 
started - almost like a physical 
and tactile synopsis.

imagine if partnered with Deafblind UK before and during the tour of Jadek 
so that theatre-goers had the opportunity to speak to representatives 
and had the chance to try on specially designed simulation glasses which 
let people experience what it is like to have certain sight conditions, 
such as glaucoma and Macular Degeneration. “We are delighted to be 
involved in this project. Deaf blindness affects so many people but 
is often overlooked or under-recognised so it is great to see it being 
highlighted in this theatre production” Zoe Beattie – Deafblind UK.

“I came to the theatre with my partner who is blind. Thank 
you for the sensory tale and audio description.”

- Audience Member

“Beautiful story this evening at Derby Theatre, really 
poignant and wonderfully executed. Took advantage of 
the creative audio description - absolutely loved their 

conversation in my ear!”
- Andrew Tinley, Derby Theatre
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The relevance of Jadek for prison audiences lies in the prevalence of 
PTSD and/or experiences of childhood trauma within prison populations. 
The Jadek prison tour addressed the play’s recurrent themes of 
mental health, exploitation, and PTSD through a professional theatre 
production, Q&A session, and intensive drama-based workshop. During 
the workshops prisoners had the opportunity to work with professional 
actors and experienced facilitators to re-direct scenes, developing 
emotional intelligence and communication skills.

Jadek considers how you can move on in life once a gun is no longer 
at your head. How can you stop being a soldier? How can you come 
to terms with the pain that you have caused others, reconcile what 
you have been through and arrive at self-acceptance?

The prevalence of PTSD in prison populations, like other mental 
disorders, is higher than in community populations. The relationship 
between PTSD and prisoner behaviour is poorly understood and this 
may be leading to under-diagnosis of PTSD in prisons.

Prison Tour

Of the prison population:
• 16% have symptoms indicative of psychosis
• 25% identified as suffering from both anxiety 

and depression
• 46% have attempted suicide at  some point
• 41% observed violence in the home as a child

“From Jadek I learnt the different signs 
and symptoms of trauma, some I wouldn’t 

have recognised.”
- Prison Officer, HMP Dovegate
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Despite these concerning statistics, we know that imagine if’s work, 
through interventions like Jadek, is well placed to support positive 
change, as “there is evidence from a range of arts projects showing their 
effectiveness in improving mental wellbeing and supporting recovery 
and rehabilitation from mental health problems.” (National Criminal 
Justice Arts Alliance, 2016)

Following the performance and Q&A session there was an intensive 
workshop. This was effective in deepening engagement for a selection 
of prisoners which prison staff identified as needing further support 
around the issues in the play. Prisoners verbalised that they were 
impressed by the actors’ performances, which motivated them to attend 
the workshop. Observing the performer’s vulnerability on stage is vital 
for the engagement and provides an opportunity for a creative exchange. 
It enables prisoners to base their opinions in the fictional world, which 
they can then identify with and apply to their own behaviour.

As well as delivering professional theatre interventions in prisons, we 
also deliver employability interventions for prisoners due for release. 
We then continue to work with prisoners once they have been released 
into the community to support resettlement and increase their pro-
social networks, replacing their previous pro-criminal networks. People 
with convictions work with imagine if in the community to test and give 
feedback on our interventions, ensuring people with experience of the 
Criminal Justice System are part of the design process.

“It made me think differently about how 
people bottle up issues, how it’s hard for 

people to let go of the past.”
- Prisoner, HMP Holme House
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Audience Statistics
The largest group of theatre audiences in the UK is aged between 65-74 
(Audience Agency, 2016), with the average audience member being 52. 
‘Jadek’ bucked this trend, successfully reaching out to a much younger 
audience, with 62% under the age of 51.

We successfully developed and reached out to new audiences, as 
evidenced by the 28% of Jadek audience members who had never 
been to a theatre performance before.
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Statistics tell us that “arts audiences come from better-off people who are 
more privileged, generally” (Anne Torreggiani, The Stage, 2016). imagine 
if is committed to making theatre accessible to everyone, our efforts 
reflected by the 28% of our audiences from a low-income background.

imagine if also successfully engaged with Polish audiences reflected by 
the 14.18% of audience members who identified as having a Polish 
background or Polish heritage.
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Creative Team
Francesca Joy -
Writer & Performer (Tasha)
Francesca began her writing journey 
professionally in 2012 through 
writing and performing her own 
stand-up comedy sets across the 
UK which led her into play-writing. 
She was shortlisted for the BBC 
Writers Room and successfully 
secured a place on New Writing 
North’s Significant Ink Programme. 
She has been cast in a variety of 
fringe theatre, short films and on 
ITV’s Emmerdale. As well as being 
a writer and performer, Francesca 
is also a producer, social change 
maker and the founding Artistic 
Director of imagine if theatre.

Piotr Baumann - Grandad
Originally from Poland, Piotr’s film 
credits include Spies of Warsaw 
(2013) and Fortitude (2015) and he 
has made over 40 appearances 
in Coronation Street playing Jan 
Lozinski (2019). His theatre credits 
include: Pigeon Macbeth (National 
Theatre), Twelth Night (Battersea 
Arts Centre) and A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream (all Teatr Polski). 
Other credits include: Eastenders, 
Casualty (BBC), Shameless 
(Company Pictures), and A Touch 
of Frost (Granada).

Lucy Rafton - Tasha  (Understudy)
Lucy is a Yorkshire born actress. 
Her TV credits include Coronation 

Street (ITV), Doctors (BBC), and 
Sick Party (Genesis Project). Theatre 
credits include Monster Proof 
(Slung Low shorts), The Importance 
of Being Earnest (Theatre Mill, 
York) and Barefoot (Hebden Shorts). 
Lucy has also appeared in several 
musicals, pantomimes and adverts.

Mark Catley – Script Dramaturg
Mark is a BAFTA winning writer/ 
producer and is currently working 
for BBC’s Eastenders. Up until 
2018 he worked as Series Executive 
Consultant and writer for Casualty 
for which he won a BAFTA, NTA 
and x2 RTS awards. Mark has been 
working as Francesca’s dramaturg 
for imagine if for the past 4 years.

Jackie Hagan - Writing Mentor
Jackie is a working class, queer 
amputee and a multi-award-winning 
poet, playwright and activist. She 
makes work about contentious 
issues and champions the vilified 
and ignored. She has performed 
in venues such as Southbank, Tate 
Modern, the Barbican and Rampton 
High Security Psychiatric Prison. 
She has received commissions from 
many organisations including Royal 
Exchange, Unlimited, Contact and 
more. She has worked extensively 
for The British Council. and has led 
over 2000 workshops in prisons, 
LGBTQ+ centres, hostels, writing 
retreats, and schools.
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White & Givan -
Movement Directors
Errol and Davina are no strangers 
to imagine if - they worked as 
directors and choreographers on 
You Forgot the Mince regional 
tour in 2016 then again on the 
national tour throughout 2017! As 
choreographers, performers and 
teachers Errol and Davina have over 
25 years of experience and have won 
multiple awards each. They have 
worked with many notable people, 
companies and venues - including 
Stef Smith, the Traverse theatre and 
Zinnie Harris. As well as this, White 
& Givan have produced and toured 
their own critically acclaimed 
productions - Three Works, IAM 
and Breathe. Their new production 
Worn will be premiering soon, 
followed by a tour in Scotland.

Lee Affen - Sound Designer
Lee’s recent work has seen 
him composing for dance and 
immersive theatre pieces. Lee also 
delivers music workshops with 
an ‘issue’ based focus. The State 
of Flux project saw him working 
with young people with mental 
and physical health issues. Other 
projects include working with 
the participants of the Homeless 
Action Centre in Lancaster to create 
a score for their theatre piece, 
Scrooge.

Irene Jade -
Set & Costume Designer
Irene trained at Nottingham Trent 
University and has since made 
Manchester her home. Irene 
particularly enjoys designing 
for new writing and working on 
outreach projects and theatre 
which inspires social change. Two 
shows she designed had successful 
runs at Edinburgh Fringe in 2019 
- First Time and Standard:Elite. 
Other recent design credits include: 
Golden Years Caravan (Art with 
Heart) , Same, Same Different 
(Brush Stroke Order)  and Drawing 
the Line (Hidden Track Theatre).

Calum Clark - Production 
Manager & Lighting Designer
Calum has been company stage 
manager for Leeds based Phoenix 
Dance Theatre and Red Ladder 
Theatre, embarking on many tours 
since relocating from Liverpool 
in 2007. In 2001 he co-founded 
Artemis Productions in Liverpool 
specialising in street theatre and stilt 
walking performance.

We want to thank all the funders, 
theatres, community venues, 
prisons, charities, organisations, 
communities and people who 
have supported the journey of 
Jadek. We couldn’t have done it 
without you!

All photos by Ant Robling
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“If theatres are serious about reaching 
out to new audiences, Jadek is the kind 

of work we need more of”
- Yorkshire Post

‘Jadek’


